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10 great reasons to love Web Learning 
 

1. Into Learning & Development. 

I’m a teacher first and foremost, and I’d like to work with people that are interested in developing 

appropriate web resources,  new media literacies and digital skills in their organisation. 

 

2. More Truth: Less Spin. 

Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) are a disruptive technology and do not fit 

neatly and seamlessly into the classroom as software adverts suggest. You can expect a frank 

answer and a bit of blood and sweat from me as together, we start using the web. 

 

3. Get a Connect Ed 

I know about the ICT skill levels of prospective educators. A lot of my work is with pre-service 

teachers at the School of Education and Development. If you’ve got a connected classroom, I can 

hook you up with an enthusiastic newly qualified connected teacher. 

 

4. Courage & Vision. 

Weblearning was founded by me seven years ago. Some of my first clients are still with me. This is 

because I understand the importance of building a client relationship that is appreciated and valued.  

 

5. Create & Code. 

I wear many hats. In collaboration with my clients I analyse, design, develop, implement and 

evaluate digital content. Web Learning is intentionally small. You’ll find me involved across the 

whole project.  
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6. English, not Gobbledygook, is Spoken. 

Conversations are far more important than overdressing words or concepts with jargon or buzzwords. 

And if you don’t understand, I’ll try my darndest to make things clearer. It’s my job to make things 

click! 

 

7. National and a bit of International Experience. 

With over a decade’s professional Web experience behind me, I’ve got my hands dirty assisting 

schools, universities, faculties and institutes all over South Africa (and in the UK) to move beyond the 

hype cycle and create websites, intranets and web resources. 

 

8. Objective & Independent (much like the BBC).  

I’m not affiliated, sponsored or associated to any other organisations or products and I like to 

think that I’ve got nothing else to push, but my passion and interest in knowing and using the 

web/ 

 

9. Closet Educational Networking Media Maven. 

You might bump into me on Twitter, a Blog comment or some application somewhere on the web. 

I’m hanging about in the canteen, around the water cooler, on the corridors trying hard to find 

informal places where teachers can connect using web tools that are available to all. 

 

10. The Web is my Classroom, Office and Filing Cabinet. 

Ask Google. It will show you how I’ve dealt with the technological, conceptual, and pedagogical 

challenges of digital learning and teaching.  

 

 

If you are Interested in finding out more? Please get in contact. 


